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THE HELM
TRUST & ROUTINE

CASCO LEARNING COOPERATIVE

I have you safe, ok?
WRITTEN BY MARIA J. CASCO

PARENTING HELM
Trust & Routine

Trust. The most important bridge we can ever build with our
children. From the trust we build will come the connections
we treasure. As we do everything we possibly can to prepare
our children to face the world, keep in mind empowered
parenting is all about trust.
While our children's trust is inherently bestowed upon us
when they are first born, the rest of their lives will come to
be a delicate dance between us earning their trust and them
earning ours. In the same way that our children grow and
change, our ability to yield trust and receive it also needs to
evolve alongside them.
So, how can we keep ourselves and our children grounded
with trust during moments when fear or anguish may take
over?
Try introducing an anchor phrase rooted in trust which can
provide your children with the valuable reminder that you
have their trust safe in your hands. Something as simple as"I
have you safe, ok?" can be something that connects you
both through the highs and lows that await.
And remember, there will come a time when your children
can and should reciprocate that for you. Create the
opportunities to build mutual trust together when you can,
so when it is time for your trust to be in their hands, you will
feel as steady as you do proud.

The Parenting Helm is a
straightforward, judgementfree approach to meeting the
fundamental needs of CASCO
families.
Our model is a tool we
designed to help parents and
guardians develop skills and
techniques to achieve a more
peaceful, cooperative home.
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Routine Leads to Empowered Parenting!
WRITTEN BY JENNA M. HILL

Let's break it down...
Knowing what to expect helps our children feel
less anxious. The stress hormone cortisol is
lowered when we share what is next in the day's
schedule.
Routines help our children feel safe because of
their need for consistency and predictability, so it
is no surprise that sudden changes throw our kids
for a loop!
Routines will help with sleep, eating, behavior,
and learning. Each has been proven in research
studies.

Authenticity

Once established, routines create less work for
you andallow your household to flow without
having to think about how each day should go.
Fewer decisions about these things mean more
brain power for other things!
Focus on flexible routines rather than following a
strict schedule.
You can build learning opportunities into
routines.

To recap, you will feel confident knowing you
are setting your child up for success!

The Anchor of Trust

Be real! Our children can sense when we respect and value them during authentic conversations.

Neutral

.

Remember, the most productive time to teach a life lesson is during a calm and neutral moment.

Choice
Solve problems together; we learn to make good decisions by making decisions, not following directions.

Humor
Don't forget to laugh! There is something genuine about connecting with our children through humor.

Opportunity
View every interaction with your child as an opportunity to build trust.

Reflection
Take time to assess how your needs and experiences affect the way you interact with your children.

